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Stayin’ Engaged Strategies  
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Stayin’ Engaged – Using Music/Media to Connect to Content 

Use music to engage student interests and connect to kinesthetic and auditory learners. 

Music is a tool to support long-term learning. 

 

 Find a catchy song with lyrics or a song that connects to your content or theme.  

 Play the song as you project the lyrics or find a YouTube Clip.  

 Rewrite the lyrics to communicate the theme, message, feeling or content of your lesson.  

 Have students write another verse to convey their learning/understanding of the lesson. 

(Assessment and/or Closing) 

Theme (Building Blocks, Stayin’ Engaged) 

Build your lesson around a theme. Use video clips, music, graphics, and vocabulary to make connections 

to your lessons. 

 

            nput 

Grouping Strategies 

 Index Cards/Paper: Colored index cards or white index cards with 

symbols, stickers, stamped images; paper slips or card stock cut to size with clip art, shapes (paper, 

construction paper, card stock, etc.)   

 Knowledge Cards: Content specific vocabulary terms; geometric shapes; equations; quotes; parts of 

speech; verb conjugations; poetic lines; famous figures; song titles or lyrics; lists… 

 Coded Activity Sheets: Code activity sheets or worksheets with highlighted words, colored symbols, 

stickers, rubber-stamped images, and punches (holes, stars, hearts, etc.). Use different colored 

highlighters to highlight specific text on a handout or simply different colored ink and symbols like:     

       … 

R 

I 
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 Playing Cards: Remove the aces, kings, queens, and jacks from a deck of cards to use cards to form 

groups—like numbers, different numbers, numbers that add up to equal a specific number, prime 

numbers, card designs—keep them guessing. 

 Novelty Items: Party favors, shaped rubber bands, pick-up sticks, dominoes, game pieces, colored paper 

clips, buttons, colored craft sticks. 

 Forming Groups: Direct students to form partners, trios, or quads by using same group-forming-items 

or different group-forming-items.  Change existing groups by changing directions for grouping.  Pairs 

can join pairs, groups can be like symbols or colors or all different symbols or colors.  Colors or 

symbols may also be used to indicate order of student presentations and/or sharing as well as 

determining recorder, reporter, time-keeper, etc. 

 Tips: Collect items to form groups.  Coordinate the group-forming-items with content, to reinforce that 

content. Those group-forming-items that are index cards or paper, can be used for formative assessment.  

At the end of a learning segment, students can respond in writing to a prompt, which can be turned in at 

the end of the lesson. 

Partners/Pairs – Play Catch with a Partner (Group Interaction) 

 Students work together to examine, discuss, problem-solve. 

 Encourages students to put “fuzzy” thoughts into their own words. 

 Allows for a sharing of alternate perspectives. 

 Allows students to co-construct knowledge, building on the ideas of others. 

I Do, We Do, You Do (Scaffolded Instruction) 

Gradual Release of Responsibility 

 Explicit Instruction and Modeling 

 Guided Practice 

 Independent Practice 

 Application 

 

I Did…We Did…YOU DO! 

(Student Choice/Differentiated Product) 

 Add a verse to Stayin’ Engaged on poster paper 

 Create an equation for Stayin’ Engaged on poster paper 

 Movie poster for Stayin’ Engaged on poster paper 
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Make a Movie Poster Activity - Coming Soon to a Classroom Near You! 

 

 Your task is to create a movie type poster in response to the following 

prompt:__________________________________________. 

 Think blockbuster movie posters and trailers.  

 Your poster should have a catchy slogan. Use big, bold, colorful letters. 

 Your poster may have a subtitle or subheading. 

 Use a minimum of words. 

 Decide on graphics and drawings that will visually communicate your ideas and findings. 

 You will have              minutes to discuss, plan, and design your poster. 

 Find your group by matching _________. 

 Choose a reporter. Your reporter will share the meaning of the poster. 

 Each group will have a maximum of five min. to present. 

Critique: Post-It Peer Feedback 

 Read the lesson plan. 

 Write. As a group, write one positive comment, very specific to the task.  We 

liked the way you…(Green Post Its) 

 Write. As a group, write a constructive comment.  We thought you might have 

added… (Pink Post Its) 

 Pass product (lesson plan) to the next table. 

 Repeat until product (lesson plan) is back to the original group. 

 Time. Give groups time to read and discuss comments. 

 Share and Discuss whole group. 
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Feedback/Evaluation 

Let your students evaluate you. We know we become more effective educators when we use reflection and 

feedback to revise and enhance our lessons to meet the needs of our students. Ask students what they think. 

Remember to acknowledge their comments by making changes or responding to their concerns. This can easily 

be used as a closing for your lessons. It is a good way to check on progress or evaluate a unit. Make four on a 

page. Use graphics and connect prompts to your theme or content. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Presentation Handouts are available for download at:  

http://survivingtothriving.wordpress.com/workshops/  
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http://survivingtothriving.wordpress.com/workshops/

